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• ~· • 1.. •'·' l . . 
·. Two variables had b:een found to· have the most· -significant rela-
\ 
"'tionships·"with the acquisition 0~ foreign languages. They-·are 
. . 
Inte~ligence and Motivation. This study concentrates·on the·latter 
.. 
variable. .Two types qf motivation -- the Integrative type·····-and, ...... the 
.... . -
\ ,.,. ,1,-
Instrumental, type -- are examined with- respect .. to their re'lat·ionship .· 
. 
with· Reading and W:rit·,i.rig a.t~h:Levement · in· the first yea,r of Spanish in 
,... . . ' 
" 
a sample of 210. ninth grad·e stude11.t_s .in the Bethteh_em. Area S·cho~oi. 
District . 
• 
Th_¢· two-typ~s of motivation -we.r·e exam.ine·d by: usJ.ng a. Motiva:tional · 
- ··,,I . 




'J . ., 
• 
• ' . ' ~.it"-.... ,.,_iS\•(•1,-l,, .. J.,.• ,~s, ., ·-. 
:Scal·e designed_ by the writer-.. The two 'kinds of achievement -in Spani•sh · · ·. ,.,; 
·---· 
were examined· by using a standa'rd:i.zed-_test designed b_y :f.aul Pimsleur .. 
• 
.. .. . 
• 
A series of stepwise re·greSs'i::on ~nalysis -and cqrrelat'ional ~a~.a-1--ys.i·s . 
..,... • ...... • ·,"' • • ... -
• ' ' I O P> ' • 
.. ,, 
- r"" / ' ~--
,: 
indicated a w,ea~. i:·elitionship b'etween the-i 'two types o~ .. motivat-.i9n 
. 
. -
and toe· achievement it;i Spanish·,· ,with or without the control of' •. I ' ' 
. . ... .. .. .... . . ' .. . ·• ... . 
-·· 
, 
better predict"ot · _'tha11,: t_h,e · Insf-rum~nta.l type with regard O to· Spanisl} ___ _._· , 
. . . . . ' ~ .. ,,.. . ' ' . 
1 . ;.: 
_,. Reading· achi.evegi'eri.t·:.,- .··J.n ·bot:h cases 'of ··th·e r¢ading and .. the_ .,writing·.' 
,, 
' -;.27"-.-. . -!I • . , 
· a ch :Levem(:lilt, .• th!,r I.t1.f eg:1'.'ati~e t'.Yp e of mO t iva t iOn Jl~ s .mo re 
j 
·than. the Instrumental However, .neither of the .. two types ·of 
I • . - • . " . , ~ 
.\ ' . _, 
' ' 
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. .......... ~., .. 
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• :I. -·l> 
,;...._.o. 
-
• ·Possible· explanatiops of results as such wer·e given by this 
'/ ' . 
,;·.~" .,\'::\• 
"' 
writer, that include. the possible invalidity ·o~ the Motivational 
Scale, the limitations that only.two aspects of one foreign ·language 
. were examined, and the, inability to · study .varial?.les, . other than. 
Intelligence and Motivation, that can be related to the, .. acliievemetit, 
of a foreign language. Further investigations were suggest~d· that 
efforts be ~de toward the improvement o~ the Mot_ivational Scale, 
that- aspec:t~ other than the two types of motivatiQn in this study be 
.examined and that _the scope .of the study be expanded to include other· 
I 
~ 
f.o_r·eign languages than Spani~h • 
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. . . 
·Language is·a .tool ofconnnunication and.expres~ion as we11··as• 
serving to_preserve·and .transmi~ a particul~r culture. In the current 
era of progressive telecoennuni~ation and transpo~-~ation,- spa-~ial dis-
.. 
. 
1t . - ----- • 
-tance has been shortened. and internati·ona-1: .. communica.t·ion and . . . 
• 
~:lo 
cooperation have been increased. 





travel from one country~to another,· from one cultural·q9I'@ to a 
totally diffeFe11:t one~ 'Therefore, language_ beco~ea more and mor·e 




· exchanging ideas. Before _World War ,.11·, lingui~ts had addressed them• · 
\ . 
~ . 
selves to the _learning of.a.first language, .i.e., a native tongue. 
,,; , u . 
,-, 
. ~-:- ·.. ' 
' .- I ,.- -- . :, : c° - - ,. ' 
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• JI • 
During the .. second World War·,· due~· to thEf\."mi litary and d~plomat·ic co·n'tact·:. - -·~ :. : 
. 
. 
' . ' . . 
~r, ; <.' _ .• : ' 
-
between 'nations, .a :knowledge· of _a ~prei.~n- language. ~ecanie imperativ_e __ 
•• _ ... \ < ..... ·, 
__ and a practical .necessity;_ hence.,. the-learning of. a foreign ·language 
t 
.. 
began to enlist worl~-wide attention. ,. 
Since the 1940 's, t:11e .. ·Army Language Sc.hopl's in~. Monterey, . 
• 
'·, ' ' ~ 
California have developed an i~tensive cqurse in.'the study- of <·foreign 
· languages.- -..rb.iS .. int)c~v~tion has n~·t only heen~a sucCess, but .. is ·.still 
\.' 
us·ed there today ''as well as. iri the Uni.ted States_ Foreign_. S.ervice. , · 
1.#, ,• 
. -





·. . . · ', . '1 
throughout. the world.'' 
! I 
... , 
1Jakobovits, Leon ·A., FOREIGN I.ANGUAGE LEARNING: A PSYCHOLINGUISTIC· .. · 
.ANALYSIS OF THE ISSUES. Newberry House Publishers, ··Rowley, 
Massa-chussetts~ 1~70, p. 82.· .. 3~ 
. ! 
•· 
. . .. ; .. ·.' 
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. ' ... '·, ~"'" 
' . ' 
• •. ,' . 
'~ .... 
' . . ' . Today ;1 :forei~ .language instruction. also plays an important role in- the·· 
,•, 
' ........ . 
field of education. ··'in the Vni ted States. as well as in many other 
.. ~. 
countries, f.oreign language study· has become a required· course in most ,-
· high school ~~rricul~. Various learning theories and teaching tech-
---
_ .. '.·""' niques, such-.as aud~o-lingual method and prograDlQled insttuct:Lon h_ave 
-
.. - ' .,, 
been developed •. Several -t·institutes of higher educa~tion in this part 
-




!. .. • 
research ·o·f ~oreign. language .study an~ at tl;l;e training of foreign 
. . 
language teachers for teaching in this country or overseas. ~owever~ 
. . 
·in spite of all these efforts.and investigation, it is a -fact that the 
. 
deficiencies in foreign~- language instructi~n ·· are quite evident. "its 
lack of succe.ss in· imparting meaningful knowledge -in suffic~_ent.pro-
• ' . 1. ,·. -~ 
portions to· generations of school children and college -students· is .................. _ 
• 
. . ,.U ,;)' - - () 2 . 
quite well-known and hardly needs documentation~" · However, let· u·s 
" 
look at th~ follow:i:gg. __ ,_j.nvestigation: ... , In schoQl_s of a11· levels,. o~e 
' .. . 
will find a number·· of. s.tudents having particular- difficult·y: in. 
foreign Iang:ge study, substantially greater di,iculty than t:h~y , , 
encoun_ter .. in. other ·subjects.~' Stu~i~s· directed in this· respe~t · show 
... ... ""' 
.. . tl)at at -the college level, -there is .. ' 'an..ea~im~te of 12% ling~istic · 
. . . -' . ' .'~ ' -
. . 
- 1-- ·. :. ·~_ : difficulty iri ~allege language-~cl~i"sses .. _:At. the higJ:f ·s.~hool level, . 
. ' 
' . 
- -- - - - ---
' - ' 
.. -I • 
--~~rrison (19:~2)· fo~nd-·that more than ZO% 'of the foreign language 





,., .,··,:,'!~-~.~-~~ . 
students received" lower grades ··1:n -this _ supject. than in their other '. ' .... 
.r~··· 
courses. At the elementary level., a_-{ive-year study by Dunke·l and 
,, 
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. · ,.- revealed that about 15% of. ·the students showed special weakness in_. 
foreign language study. 11·3 One of the reasons can be attributed to the 
educatio.!lal policy ~ith respect to foreign ·language teaching, which 
directly influences the curriculum, the material a~d the method. The 
•.• 
. ....... , -~ . 
• • 
. t) . . . • . . 
maJor issue tha~. concerns t;he psycholi·nguists a·nd the foreign language .. ·. 
teachers is th·e matter of defining ·specific connnunicative goals and· of 
t' _.. ..... __ 
assessing the extent to which an indiyid~al is capable of meeting these 
~--,·,,-- goals. · Should the student·s·· be imp~rted the surface -structure of a 
< ·,, '.1· 
-
. 
language as the structl:lral li11:guists hold· or the deep'. structure of the 
.·O,, •'• '.\. ........... , 
. 
target language as the trartsformatiorialists insist? · And· most of all·· 
·' 
l 
by--what criteria is ·a person considered .:p.rofic:ient in.~ :foreign 
. ,,. . ... . . 
~ . ... .. 
. 
.. 
cf' . . .. • 
. 0' ., 
. 
l~nguage? Many times·, a person who can ·read and ~ite ·w_eJ.'l i_s con• .. · 
sidered poor.,in. _a foreig:n, la~guag~,. because he does -not speak fluently 
·in that language or he carries- an ·accent. Nevertheless, a person who·· 
........ ..., ....... , ............. ..-
-
. 
·" .. . . - - - . . 
. pronounces accurately and cap converse without. difficul<ty ·is considered . 
' 
. an expert in th~t .foreign_, language, despite the fact ... t.hat .he can hardly.·· 
. ' 




undersJ~and an arttcle o.r fi11:ish w:rlting -~a·. let·te:r- .·in the t~rge:t ~a:nguage .• 
.,.. . 
·. :Encoµ~te,:-ing: . this o.bviou;s. fai·lure ,and var·ious -~arguments,. ·to;reign. ·. · 
.. -· ·. ·.~ ' • _, J".· . • . --·-
"'""-·, 
-:. language speciali~t_$·/ hqve b.~_gun .the sea:rcli for '.''mor.e explanations.· :'Ai-
.,.-~ . , . .' .
. ··. 
. •,· ! . ' ,. . . .. ,.:_ . ' .--.. ·-· ' . 
. : 
. 
. . . . 
. 
. "' . 
.though progr·annned ·instrµction and the empli~si·s ·011 the; ap.plication of· .·· 
. . .. ·• .. r ;- - • ~ . • • ._ . .· .- .... ,·. ·. ··.,. -~ . .. ..... ,..,,.·/ ·-·· 
. . . .::i ... . . :' - . . . . . . . .. ., . • . . . ·, . ·.. . . 





< -, .-.. ,. • ••L,._,:- •• :\,,, 
0 
r • --
found to _be help·ful.- j.n the ·,t·earning .. of .a. foreign· langu~g~; 
. . 
.· .investigators.· have found one additional ·important factor in foreign.-~· 
. f . 
,.. "-· 
- ...... ..-.·, 
• C 
... -- ' ,.,,-
·,.:, _J 
3 . . . . . . •' .. ' . . ·.· ... ·.·,.·. 
-Pimsleur,, Pa-ul;, Sundland~ Donald M.; McIntyre, Ruth D.,, · UNDER ACHIEVE-·,,,.,.( ...... ·.:, .. ":> 
:MENT IN FOREIGN LANGUAGE LEARNING. The Ohio State Univers,ity Research 
· Fo·undation,, Columbus, Ohio·, April 19.63, pp. _J:--4 • 
.... ,'" 
. . 




'· . "' .. 
' 
' ..... ' 
"lo • ' ,I 
I ' 




·,.· : ·.· . ,., •,,,,f I 
.. 
• 
~ • ~~ .. l . ' .. 
1aq.guage achievement, which might better explain why one student ---.. :· 
I 
achieves a higher score than the other. This factor is the learner- . 
.... 
himself. 
i • ·' .... ' ',' . • ~.) 








For a period of time,· low intellige~~e was equated with failure 
_--.: -•_" ... ~ 
,j• ... -·· 
. . 
in foreign language learning. However, Pimsleur, Mosberg and 
. ··-· 
Morrison (1962) presented evidence that the correlation betwee~ in1:el-
'- I • \. 
' ' ; . 
ligence and success in·· _foreign language study is_ about 0.40, which ~s ~ 
·_ a _f~irly modest relatiqnship. "Moreover,--the problem C>f lack of 
- .. ·• 
' ... 
success in foreign language learning bccurs- among gifted .students as ·., 
~ . ' 
• r . -




( 19 62) . and by Terman ( 1930) in· his re·search .. of man:y years with gift.ed. 
·c-hi~dren ... 4 
'• . ······-·~ -di 
' - ~ 
The second area regarding_· the 'failure. in foreign language 
acquisition :1.s the learner's linguistic·. aptitude. Ma-nr st_u4ies, 
completed by psychologists ·and educators, have verified the fact that 
. -
- ... 
, .. ._ I "" ..... ' 
, -:-a student'~ ·1inguisti.c aptitude has salient inf.luence .upon .foreign. 
. - . 
·- . - /-:;,). 





• -,~·=;----·,-·-- · measures· of.aptitude. ar~ · correlated with grades in la"Q.guage course·s ~- ~ . 
. the validity· coefficie~ts shown considerable varia~i.lity- #from situat.ion~ 
. 
. ··to· s.i.tuation, evefl·.·with tests devel.oped ·t~rough. factor ·analytic_ -
-- .·· . 
.. ' 
methods., suggesting that variab'les other than .. linguistic aptit.ude ar.e .. 
· .involved. - Researchers have mentioned--that motivation arid interest-
.. 
' •••• 1 • ., ... _ - 1-(' ~ . 
. S \ ;robably · plaY Iinportatit .. roles.· tn second-language acquisition. 115 
, . ·_..·, . :-- .,., :- r_· ', 
J ' I,.,,.,,,.., ... ,,,.,•,., 
.. . : ... 
,, 
5 ' ' . • ' f "·· Gardner, Robert C.; Lambert, Wallace E·.; ,iMOTIVATION VARIABLES IN 
SECOND LA.NGUAGE ACQUIS1TION", Canadian Journal of Psycho-logy. 
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. - ...• 
.- · II. REVIEW OF REJ.ATED LITERATURE" 
I . _ .. 
. - /' ,. -~ 
• 
·: A. Motivation .~· ' 
·- ---. ' -
- ·--- - .. . ~--- ---
The mo·tivation of a reluctant· strident in learning a fore·ign 
r, 






·definition of motivation becomes impor~ant. Psychologists have 
- :.,._ ... 
developed several de-f ini-tions of moti'{ation from different point of 
• 




sustaining the activity in ·progress, and regulating the pattern of 
, . . "6 
,- ·act1.v1.ty. 
. -
Gardner Murphy conside_rs motivation as "the· general· name-
for the fact that an organism's ac-ts ~re partly d·etermined 'by'its own: 
. . 
. '. - . . , -, . . 7 ' - ' '" - -_ ' . 
-nature or 1.nternal.struc.ture." In _1949, D. O. Hebb wrot~ that."the 
. -
. . 
chief problem that the psy.chologist is concerned with, .. ~hen he speaks 
• 
- of. motivation, is not at~usal of activity, ·but its patte~ing and_ 
• • • - 'k-';,·"-, I . • - . , , 
, 'h .. 
.. 
direction •• ." ·The term motivation then refers (1) ·-to the..·existence of 
, . -
• . L~- . -::,-_ -... 
. __ an organized phase sequence,_ (2) to· its_ d·ir~ction or content, arid (3) __ -_--
•: . 
' " -
- to its persistence in a given direction_, __ or -stability of.~.-_content. 
..-This definition· means that Jnotivation is no.t a _d~stinctive· process, 
~ CQ ,:::,_ .• , •. , .•• _._ .•. , .• ,_.: ---,~~·-
. ,,.' '•· -'. ; 
_-_ but a referenc·e in another contect to· the· sa.11J.e processes to wh~ch 
•,\ .~.. . '. .. . 




always. has some motivation ••• 118 Atkinson (1958a) defines motivation .. · 
~ - ' 
.. 
. - ... 
•... .. 
6cofe}:', ,C. N. iihd Appley, M. H., MOTIVATION: THEORY AND RESEARCH; 
Johri'W.:ileyand Sons; Inc.,_NewYor~,.London, Sydney, 1964, pa-._ ... 8. 
7Ihid. -





r , , ·. . ., . 
' •L.,, . 
• ' I '. 
- - ' 
• 
. :. ~; . ~ -.-. :_ . 
' -' 
- - . 
~--
~ . ·. 
--· t 
. ' .. ' 
.. -. ',·· 
-,, 
.• . ,.. 
- a 






. . ._:..._ 
;, ' .' 
' 






• . I 
' , .. ,., 
l . ' ., 
. ·in such a way that "the term motivation -ref'i!rs to the arousal of a 
.... 
' '· I 
. ' 
•/ 
. . \ 
, . 
' 
· .•.. :··,- ,; 
.• . 
' ' 
·tendency to act to produce one or more effects. The term motivation. 
points to the· final strength of. the action tendency which is exper-
.. ..,. 
· ienced by thEl persori. as an 'I want to .••• 1119 Brown (1961) specified a 
. ' 
variable motivational, "(1) if it tends to facilitate or energize 
' 
' 
several. dif{ererit responses,·· (2) if its termination or removal fol-.·· 
_ lowing a .new respons~ leads to the learning of -:that response, (3) ;_if ... 
~ ---..... 
·sudden increase in the strength o·f the variable lead·s to abandonment 
----........ ..... 





as--learning, sensation, innate capacities, and· 
......... ' 
. . .. 
. 
~'illll1>,1,1 ' 










. ---- psycho l~gical theorie·s on wJ;.>.ich they are based. Despite thes~ dif- . ·' .. 
L .• 
- ,• 
-~ences, however, it is both probable and proper to observe that 
· motivation, either hUtnan o~ · animal .. (tn ·.thi_s ___ pteir~~nt_ cas~, the refer-
ence w.ill be made ~o hum~.n beings o.nly) generally c_omes fi~ot.n two 
. ·. -.. 
. 
-




hungry; ther~fore, he seeks_ for food by all·~eans. The ·tne5t.i\ration o·f 
"1. ' • • ' •,. 
searching -for food. ·i·n_ C;):r·d.er ·to· satisfy ·the hunger is ·.arousecl by 
.' . ·~-----.. . 




need. or the desire '.th.at ,comes dire-c.tly from within; namely the. • ; I' -'. .. 
'-'""·l-::; 
organisttj:, . while . tp.e environmental source is independent ·of 'the ,d.irect: 
. 
. ., - .· . . \ . . . ·. . 
. ' . 
. influence of ot.ganism,. --For ·instance, · in order to make · more money, a 
-it~:::_·.-.:.- ' -- :--·~-:-- .. 




' . . 
person migh~ . choose_ to study medicin.e_ whi·ch might ·not .· be hi:s interest:':·.~-~- • 
.... ' ''p . . . . .- . . ---~~.,.,,- ' . 
' ' . ... . 








all •. But; since inoney is;.~his ·major concerq.'.·and,~-being a doctor 
... ,... 
. ' . . 
' 
. \.. .. . 
~- ,: 
















"" . . ~' 
,·t, 
. . ' 
. ' 
I '.. • 
• 
.. 
• !""-S> o• 
. 
promise a better ~iv:tng, he makes the decision. '!his kind of motiva• 
"' 
tion.is g~nerated by factors that are outside the human physical 
. 
domain. Environmental incentiv~s can be family and ~ducational back•· • 
grounds, social contact, ·etc. 
.. 
·<, 
. ....... : 
. . 
. ' "'•,, .. 
In the learning 6£ a foreign language, motivation can also be 
I ' 
viewed as coming from the two above mentioned sources, the innate .. _and ·- · 
' .. 
the environme~tal. The intrinsic, source by which a person· is motivat~d 
to learn ~ foreign languag~ ._·_is classified by W. E. · Lambert, ·R •. C~ 




Gardner (1959) and Paul Pimsieur (1963) as .. the. integrative type of 
... 'i 
·' ····•• 
. ., ' 
, .. , .. 
. .. .. ~~ . 
,· 
.. ~·. 
· motiva.~~on, yfuil~ the environmental.· ·incent:1.ve is the instrumental type .· · ·, '~ -- .. , ) '~ ·. 
- -................ _ 
-----:--., J 
of --motivation. A student's motivation to learn a cert·ain foreign 
. 
. ) -
language is- usu~lly said to be determined by hi~ attitude and his. 
. ' 
orientation toward learning a foreign ·t·anguage. Thus, the student who 
,. 
. . 
studi.es the . foreign 'language" be·cause he is. curio.us. ·about it, or about. .• -- i -· .· 
' ...... . 
. 




·" ~~ative motiv~t~ion. He studies the language beca.use i-t is ·personally 
" 
.  . 
He may wish tcr· c.,.ommµJ1icate with othe~s in order -to 
. 
·.:.': ~;:. ''1 •. ,, 
establis.~ .a f:r.iendshi.p as well ·as an ~n~derstand:~ing pf the -people ~ro11r. ·· 
, ... ._ . ., ......................... . 
, ' : .. .. . 
'' 
. ! • different cultures.' In contrast,- l.ltl\e student whos·e ·motivation is ... ·_ . ., . ' ' 
:' •, .. ·"
 - ;,·· 
' .. 
. 
. ~ ... . . 
-: ... :.' ... -- .. : ..;... 




.-.-·· co·llege, receive a·hfgher· d~gree or obt:~in a better job.fill It will 




---- ' . 
.. ~--~·:; /'· { .. i·. - :, ; 
,~ .. · . '. 
. 
. 
. · enable him to· become. an· important pers~n in hi·s society. This envir-
' . 
. , ..... ·. ·:·.:;· .. ; .... ,.· ...... ,.onmental factor is ext.,;insic and· is imposed upo11 ·the individual by the 
. '• 
' . 
ertvironmental.-societal condit;ion~ . 
'-''(• 
'l,, ...... ,. ,. 
11 · , 
Pimsleur, P., Sundland, Donald M., McIntyre, Ruth D., 'UNDER ACHIEVE-
:MENT IN FOREIGN LANGUAGE 
0 LEARNING, The Ohio :State University Research 
•,';;J' ' 
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,, ;'-l,, 
·,' .... ., 
B. Related Studies '. ,.,....... ' . \.... .· .. 
•- ... ''.''"'','',...;,.,!rH11u,,,,.o.;,,, , 
. ' 
.. - "" .... 
: -,11 . ' 
'' 
. I . ' . 
. .: . . ~ , 
' .. ' "' . 
·,./ .. 
. . • . ... • .&- ...... · 
' . 
' ' r··, 
•.•... , .•.••• ~ o, .. 
. '., 
t ~ .... ~. ' • . . ,' 
Within the literature· search· of this writer,,, it has been found 
that students with integrative motivation have higher achievement than 
. 
. 
students with instrumental motivation, for instance,· "Some, of Lamber-t' s 
findings tend to show_ that students who are integratively oriented · -~ 
. ' 
towards language and those who show evidence of anomie are ultimately 
more successful than the instrumentally oriented students ••• 
1112 John 
B. Carr~.~1 ..... (1960) is_ ~l~o of the opinion that "the instrwnentally 
... 
oriented"stu4ent, in fact, perseveres less at FL study. 1
113 Lambert 
. . ; . 5B 
(1959) .. ~ealt with 75 English-speaking eleventh graders in Montreal, 
' . 
who had already .completed an average of about 7 years of formal 
; 
training .i·n French. · Pimsleur (1963) saw the same result after- having 
-dealt with a group of- college students studying French in the United ! ''"' 




• ,·. ~ 
school d-istricts · in an American city, who were in the beginning of'' · 
- -,. . . 
. ·: . 
. . . . i• 
~le~rning a foreign languaga ... · In order to con£ inn Lambert Is= and. 
. " ,r, . '·' '·-····· 
• 
.~imsleur ~ s findingij, as._w.ell as, to enable thei~ findings to be 
,-- J . -
.. 
> .,,_ •• , • 
. . ··-, rj c' . .. 
. .'·. 11' 
. . 
·, . 
'. ,;' ;· . 
---··-· 
._ ........ 
... ,' ' ct 
.. -.' 
• ,r ~- ' 
- ' . 
,: ,· • • J •• 
ge:p.eralize.d. in other contexts with respect to ·foreign language study, .· '., 
. 
~ 






a~ademi·c year of tfinth gr~de Junior High -scµool students. 
• .. ' 
l 
This 
' . . 
:¢ontext was chose'll due to tbe fact that within.the Bethlehem Area 
12 Jako]?ovits··, Leon A.; FOREIGN IANGUAGE LEARNING: A PSYCHOLINGUISTIC 
. ANALYSIS OF THE ISSUES.. ..Newberry House Publisllers, Rowley~,. 
Massachussetts, 1970,- p. 63& .. ,-
13rbid. , . 
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l 
J i" 
·., ...... , .. . ' 
':',..,,,. 
... 
School District (from which· t,he sample was 
{) 
most popular foreign 
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14Ninth graders studying 
four junior high schools 
Spanish 327 and.French 
foreign languages 
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~ - · .. :E.ra:.. SAMP·LE ·AND :MEASUREMENTS 
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' 
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. ' 
. . . 
: . 
•. 
• .. C-1 •. . . . 
._·,·,,, . ,.,, 
").: -- ..... ~ 
A. Sample· .,· 
,· 
I _. •; • ,· ' ' 
.,. 
15 
. In Bethlehem ther.e are four junior. high schools,· · in which .. ' ~ ' ' . .• ' . ' 
_, . 
. . ·•·. 
foreign 18:·J!guage instruetion _-begins at the t;tinth. grc3:de level. -'ntere .. -·. . : ·. ?~.· ;. .. ,, 
.. 
,. 
fore} the population: 'for th~· present research was all the ~j.nth · . 
. r' ·y " . . ~·· 
'" 
· ·.graders who study Spanish from ~very junior high school in distr·icts · 
.. similar to· the Bethlehem Area School District~ . Bethlehem· is an es-
tablished, conservati~e, industrial area.· It is of. average .. size an4 -is - , · 
. -
compqsed of diverse· ethnic groups and religious affiliations·· with a 
high standard o·f edu.cat;ion. Several. colleges and unive-rsities as wei·1 ·. ·: 
~ . 
.· 
"•. . ' . .. . 
---··· 
·as other cultura,1 and'' educational centers are lo~ated •in the city.""~- . :'· 
·- . 
' • ~, t ~ 
-, 
Geographically· speaking,. it is. ~ituated between two major metropolitan. 
. . .. ~--,.~--
s 
-='" .• ( ·-· ... '· . 
areas: New York and Pl!iladelphia. All the niaj·or public se'rvices are· 
, 
-provided. The city ~s_-; progr~_~si.ve'. but·-mainta.ins conservative middle 
. . 
clas·s values. 
. . . . -;_ . . 
. .,.._,. 
. . 
. . ,' 
--, .. " 
.· I 
. · It is ·unders-:tood -from· the infoI'tila.tion of the _Education Center 
' .· .-· '. . ·- ' '.. . ' ., . ··--
. - . 
,· . ' ' 
· the Bethlehem ,Area Sch~ol District that: (l) the students ar-e f.ree. to~. 
· , • , ·· ' l· -_ ,,, • · • , I 
,,, 
. choose their fo·r~ign. languages: •. - (2)·:· -all subjects are' currently taught. 
in .like, manner: with ·the sa.me instructional materials by the traditional 
.. ~ ,-
. 
. ·. · ,- me't!i,od incorporating. language .. laboratory -faci'lities~ 
15Nitschmann Juni~r High, Eas1::hills Juri.iorH{gh, 
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' . . . 
There is no universal agreement on :an appropriate· definition of 
motivation. Therefore, for the purpo.se of ·this study, the two types of 
··.mo~ivation are operationally defined according· to the motivational 
inventory.~ ~hat _the writer constructed (·see ·Appendix 1). Basically, 
. ... ,. •; 
I "'r 
. '• 
: .. ' ,_--•:·-... ,• 
'.'") ·:: ' . 
· the test consists of 37 stat·ements: 19 identified as integrative, and . . . ,, ' 
! l 
. ~. 
18 , as ins trum'en ta 1. 
I -
The two kinds ·of measures are combined into one · · 
• 
: · 11 
instrument. Tl:te writ~-.!:--.~~ployed the Like-rt Scale method to cotJ.struct 
. ..::. ..... ·-·· 
the motivationa.l scale, as well as, t.o grade each statement in, that 
.. .. ' 
" -- 1111>4 
~-
.......... scale. 'liius,·value·s of 5, 4, 3, 2 and 1 are-assigned to SA (strongly.· 




agree), A (agree),. U. (uncertain) .,, ____ D (disa_gree), SD (strongly d~sagree) -,· · 
-- ... ---. 
- . -
-__ r·espectively. For instance,_ if a student r~ted item 2 wit~ SA, this 
I.·'• 
. 
-st-uderit-would receive_ 5. points for his·_ i~_tegrative· ~ype of· motivation •. · 
·tt, 
. t·f- ·a st.udenf indicated· disagreement wi'th item 1, -2 point:~ would b.e 
·. -~ .. ::,given as his ... ct-edit for. the instrumenta-1 type- ·o.f stat:einent ., .·Howeve·r,. 
the subjects had no kn·owledge a~bout the distirtctipn between the inte- · 
:i.'. 
grative- and the ins~rumental types of iiio,t:iva;£·i~~ .• { 
.-v - • 
,, "" 




. •. , -- - 1' ' 
. The followia.,g exatnpl:es are. ~sJ:atements ,, of tl'1e :i.ntegra.t-ive type:·· . 
. ' . -·---· .· .. , '·:::--1,- :' 
t...' l ' 
. -
~ ,. 
. ' : ,, ·. 
. .• ., ... 
. . 
- . 
~ ·• . 
.. - .. , 
··· , .. 2). · :.t .. t,pink· Span.ish ·.is ·th~ ·mos~- b¢a1i'tiful. language that · · · 
. - .. . ' . '. •, . . . . . ·. . . . ' . . 
. . . 
... ... . ' : . . .' -;· . 
. -. ' '·-· '"-"''"~ .. :-···--· . 
·. · ·· ·t· know.· · ~~ 
.· .· ·,·· 
''-' . . 
. ,,. 
speaking·. orga11iza t;ions· or 'clubs.·_ . 
Agreement.with, the statements- in:g.i~ates.that t~he student_studies a. 
.. 
, 









personally gratifying~ . i'he: ·fo_llowing ·· 
• • •!,!'-
• It .J 
·'.···-·--· ·_· 
. " ·.. ... .. 
. . . 
l ,' 
•. 
·-·~· ~ ., 
--- .. ~ ... ·. 
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•• I •• '· · .. ··,',',-.·:· ,. ', ,':,', ·i· ·,' ', ' 
; . ~ ~---'""·-"-·-·~·-........ ':· I , : ' ,·: 
' -I ··- -· ~ 
'f '\ 
' .• " . ' . ',., ...... ~, 
. . 
--,·- ' 
' ' .. 
..;, ............. ,,. 
,._ 
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t, •· . 
- . , .. 
,' 1 "•~ '". ' 
",. I" ' 
- ...... h_.,. . 
\ ' , I, 
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' . . . ~ ' '. -···· ·· .... 
. . 
ti ("'. 
' •, ..... ' ' 
.. '"""' ,, 1· 
. ' 
. '-!~ ...... " ,. 
. . /• 
examples are statements of the instrumental type: 
..... -, 
. .- 1 




: · · 6) Studying Spanish can · be · important fi,r me because I 
. .... 
will need it for_my. future job, sucn as interpreter, teacher 
or the export-import business. 
I, 
· Agreement. with the statements indicat~s that the student studies 
. ' 
the fo·reign ianguage because o.f certa.tn useful goals. In the con-
,"': .. . , ' 
. . ·; . 
• "'"f"" ,. • ..... Nro0 0 
. ' . - ' ' . 
• ' '-, • J!: ' 
- . ·" . _/ .. 
.. ~-.. 
. . . 
1 
--· 
• t. - .. 
~ - . ,, . 
struction of th·e motivational"~lcale, the writer consultea-Lambert' s· 






3) . I study ·Spanish in order to learn to read and write . 
=my t.1ativ.e language . 
.-. -
5) I study Sp·anish because a.lthough I sp~ak Spanish_, I 
would like . to ge.t a good. foundation in gr·annner. 
.. {, . . . 
.. These are ·included .because the Bethlehem· Area· School District· is more 
' \ . . . 
heavilyb populated wtth_ Spanish•spea~!ing, Puert.o Rican people, i11 ·com-· .. 
• --:::l1 ... 
parison with other school dist·ricts. · '!he .official record:~'.:_.from tlie 
Bethlehem City }lall states that. 3928 ·Puerto. Ricans ar~ currently· : 
... ,- . '. . -· -, - . . ~ ~ . _. 
. -. ' 
- ___ residents of the City· of B~thlehem. This ·is about s· •. 4 .. percent of. the 
total cit·y population. · 
1\ 
. - ...... -
. ' 
--
For the· assessment of·. the instrument, -.a. pr-e•test of .this _scale 
. ·,: __ ' ""·- . 
. :._. ,J_.·-. ; . 
·. - .,., 
:7 
' . - . 
. ; 
r••• I• 
} ··' . •·. ~ 
-· .. ,·~. 
.. ' .. 
. . . 
. . ..,_ .. ~.:.,:. '.,.. ·: ,, . ' 
·.:.-was·· given on April.·24, 1973, tO'a·group of °175 tenth,,,.graders in 9 classes, 
·.· at the Freedom Senior H:igh School--on~. of _the two senior h_igh schools 







;. ,,,JI ,·' 
~ 
.. 









was chosen arbitrarily; '!he reason for choosing the tenth graders for .. .
 , . 
. .. ) 
the pre-test was that they had had the same school background as the 
' 
' . ~, '. . 
,·- ,, .. _ '' 
. '¥. 
I . , 
' ' 
• 
sample subj·ects in·· this study with regard to foreign language study. 
It was impossible to choose the eighth graders because they had not .. _ .. ·.p·.·~ .· ~. . . I 
" ' t,·' 
,• 
·--··- ---- -- ·" 
. ·, . 






~ ··-. -~· ~. 
.• 
-
begun any foreign language study in school. Nor was it proper to .·· .... 
. ·)"·'-· . .• 11 
.. -....... 
..... , ..... 
. •-,., ' ', 
.. 
- . 
~.- ' :.:.:.: 
. . ·· give the pre-te_st to the ninth graders, since, they represent the . 
..... .. ·- .... _ -. 
• If ·.,. 
entire ~ody of th~ sample subjects. 
The st~~nts were asked to rate each st';tE!Ineiit in regard to hOW 
characteristic tb:e items :~f th~mseives. The BMD02n16 . computer ·· '" '"': . 




; ' ~- I ,_ 
ments (Appendix 2) ·thirteen (4 _ integrative statements ·and- 9 instru~ · 
"' ' 
. ;-
'' !{ ,:·.'· ·, 




mental statements) _had the means of 3.0 or ·above. The othe·r 24 . . ' "i.. .~. 
" 
.J ..,. __ ,, 
• 
• 
. .. ' 
,._,, .,.,_ ! ...... ... 
. . 
. t .·_ !j 
·' ,; 
-statements had the means of 2~5 or below. - It is understood that th.e 
Freedom Senior High School admitteg. students ;mostly from the northern 
.. 
part ofw tl;te ·city where fewer Spanish-speaking people---li-ve. Therefore, · · -. 
I' 
it was expecte~ that stateme~ts oriented toward the -Puetto· R:icat~-~ - r__ 
. 
students would be rated. toward disagreement rather than agreemen·t. 
The means. and' S·t_andard devi~tions ob.tained for the· total score 
of t~e---:Lntegra·tiye type of statements, the total score of the instru-
. mental type of motivation and the combined total score of the two 
, •. 
' . . ; . . ,:. ··:-~ .. , ":-\. . : :. -· ' ... ..,.. ..... "'' . 
• · 1. ·, . 
,.._,_ 
I .' .. 
-
,,. '· 
. ' ' . 
) . ,, 
• '• 0 ' • V ' 
•• . 
• 
> ', • ,' •' ,0, 
0 • ' 0 • ' 
• I". (j, 0 : 
·. kinds of stateme_tit~ as- .well' as the. reliability coefficients which . · 
. 
. . 
. . . . 
. 
....... 
calculated by' the O! coefficient17 are shown· in Table 1. 
16ni~on, W. J. (Editor), BMD BIOMEDIQAL COMPUTER. PROGRAMS, Berkeley 
·and.Los Angele~: Univ~rsity-of Cal,irf_ornia Press, 196?, pp. 49-59 • 
. 
17cronbach; Lee, J., "Coefficient Alpha and the Internal Structure of 
- ; Tests", PRINCIPLES OF EDUCATIONAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS, 
~ .Rand McNally and Company, Chicago, Illinois, 1969, po 134. 
-16-
.. ; .. .- .. ,,.: .. , ,, ... , .. , ... ~: ... ~ 
1i: . I· 
"i>_ .. 
. ' 
. . . ' . ' ' . 
. ""'· .. ' 
.._ ...... 
' . 
·- ... -- -- _,.. ~ ' . 
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• 
TABLE 1 , MOTIVATION • 
. . ,,.. ·-~ 











N Mean I S. D. S. E. - Rtt . 
. ·' ' 
,. ... 
. . . Integrative 175 51.0514 11. 5740 3.7877 0.8929 ..... ' . . . ... 
Instrumental 17S 51.9086 6.9309 4.1982 0.6331 
' 
... ' 
It is always desirable to include as many statements as pos·sible in 
an. instrument. Howeve:t'~, after a literature survey and consulta .. 
tions with professors and teacher$, the writer felt tJiat the present 
37 statements represen~ed· ·essential problems concerning the motiva-·' 
.. 
tion · of the study of Spanislf;"···par·ticularly in·· the Bethlehem Area . 
- . 
. ~~-~ 
School District. Any addit:i.onal items would result irt·re-wording the 
same statements •. Another point to co~sider ·in the~ __ it.e~ analysis is ·: · 
that two instrumf;!ntal statements (items .1 a·nd 30) had the-lowest· 
' • ':· 'l' . •- .• 
• ' !: .. 




·- . / 
• ··.• r 
T :._;. ,( .,-'.",: 
. A ,.~, . 
,r,. , 
. - . 
correlations with other instrumental statements at 0.111 and 0.173 •. '.: :· '. ·· :: .:: .: ·: : . ·. 
--' , . 
... ~ . ~·~ 
For this reason, a reli-a:bili-ty coeffi~ .. ient··was compu,.ted from the. Cl:' 
. . . . 
. 
-
coefficient with the exclusion of co~variances of ·these two items: 
·;.,~ . ..,, 
. ' 
the result was Rtt =- 0.6854 wh~ch is a 0.05 increase ovE!r the firSt: 
. 
· reliability coefficient. (O. 6331). Therefore, the writer d_ecided. to 
' • 11, • 
' 





.The writer -al-so. examined th·e· .relationship between, I.Q anc;l the 
.. 
:-Sp~nish language achievement tests. In the Be.thlehem. Area School 
'., ('f' • 
. ~ 
. -··-~ 
- . ... . . -
. ' 
'', ...• "/ .. · .
. '" 
···~-:-~··;-. . ' 
,. ·~ ' . . .. 




. ' ·1-1 . . • ... 
'. ,_. ~ 
. __ .r 
I , 
I ' 

















\· , ... ,,,,.., ..... , 
IQ test) in the fall of. the seventh ··grade. Therefore, the IQ recor.ds 
of all the. subjects in this study -we~e comparable,. Three hundred and 
twenty-seven students in the ninth grade in the four junior high schools 
........ 
in Bethlehem are studying .~panish I.· Due tq not having all of· the IQ 
records only 210 students fully participated in this study. In addition 
to the motivational scale, the same 210 students were given a foreign 
language achi.evement test .designed by Paul Pimsleur, called the 
'Pimsleur Spanish Proficiency Test. This proficiency test. is cotnposed 
~ 
. ~£ four sub-tests- which ~easure students' listening, writing, .speaking 
uj,• •• .,, 
..... 
·.and ~eading abiliti'es. . The content ·of -this te§t "was selected to , __ 
·-· ---·-
.. •-· I 
.. 
' ·.,. . 
,,_'- ~ . --
. :·-~ " \· ' ' . 
I ' ,:., -· 
• >'' ·': . 




include a representative sample of material connnensurate with .the aims '. · 
• • 
-, --- -- -~. •·. •. I 
of first ·and-=-second-level language 
.. ··--····'"-··" 
· 18 
courses." _ Due to the practical _.,. 
-
• f • 
> - . 
limitations such as·finance and time of:this study, the writer was 
1 
i • t_ • 
only a.bl~ to deal with t~o kinds of tests from the achievement-tests: - ,.. -
: -· 
the reading and· the ·writing ~li,ilities. · The R~ading Compreh·ension Tes··t 
~·· . 
. 
is composed of several readiµg passages,:. each of which is followed by 
. 
, ·~ . 
a series of questi·ons in the )llUltiple-c~oice form. "~e tes·t questions- '. 
. . ' 
. •. ,
· are .based o,n two principal~ compone~t:S.-:.of-. the·· r~ad.j.ng skill: (l)- the 
' .,. ~ ,I . . • 
t.. -~ .. 
' 
. 
. . ·-· . . 
. 
abil'ity to ·grasp the literal meaning of a passage and (2) the ability 
l '· 
· to· ·draw ·inferences on _tll~ basis of info.pna.·~ion pr-esented in a _ · 
l -
,, .. 
l • ·- ; • ,.,.,.,,., . . · · i,as sage .-" 19 .. I 
-., .. ' 
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,, ···-' _.,.,., 
The W·ritin.g Proficiency Test (four sections) purports_ to examine 
-~ 
.. 
· students' "ability to use appra.priate~. words, idioms, and structures . ·-
cOrrectly and to descri~e simple actions or situations. 1120 
J 
·--·-/ . . --·· 
As reported in the Manual, the validity coeffieients for the 
.............-- , .. 
· reading, w-rit.ing ·tests range from 0.47 to O __~~~ (criterion-rela~ed 
~.-
-· 
valid1ity· of the first I.;evel te·sts). The spiit-half reliability coef-
. ' , 
" 
.. 
fi"c.ient for the reading_<::omprehension test, from the- s·tudy with a group 
·-· ''-, 
... 
','.• •. ', ._.-.i, 
. . 
of 2J40 ninth graders using the first -level tests, is 0.87; the stan- · 
,. 
., 
dard error.of-~easurement i~~2.3. 
'". . 




. Writing· Proficiency ~est, using the Kuder-Richardson Formu.la 21 (based 
on a,·sample··o·f 415 ninth'graders) was found.t~ be 0.94; the standard. 
error of measuremen-t··· is 3.8·;" · For detailed statistics of the Pimsleur 
. 
· Spanish Profici~ncy Test, the reader should ·refer to Ref~ 18. 
-.... 
';... .. , ....... 
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. ~- -. -~~ -
. -- . 
' ... ., ,•01....,_ 
•'. ,/ 
- ... . i ,- :··;· -.-·. -'.. 




c.. · ·Test Administration 
. -.., : ' 
:~: 
. . -'-=- . . : -
' . 
' 
A two-we~k. period was spent on, th·e- t~st adtninisttati,on. · (The 
• --} -- h 
schedule is given in" Ap.p-endix 3) • 
.. -
It· is of note that the motivational 
~ . 
. - "\ . .• \ . . . 
scale ~nd the .Reac1,ing Comprehension Test were given in .one period. a,t,- · . 
......... ··,., .. 
--
the Easthil ls Jun~io~r High School and ·Brougha·1 Junior High .. S·chool; 
. .. ' . 
'. . . 
. . .. . 
.,..: . ' 
'/' 
. . . 
. 
. . 
~ ·. · -_wh~le. in. the other two s_chools,. three tests wer~ · given at three dif- ------~ .. 
-.. ' ' 
. -
... 
f·erent'. times. The reason for this is that .according to the experience . 
. 
. . 
. . -· 
~ 
, .. in the pre-test, the motiyational ·test-- require,s only ten· minutesu·-for. 
' . 
• . ' ' ' ........ __ ,____ 
'\ .. Q.. . .. -- . 
completion and· checking;· the reading test nee4s thirty-five minutes.· 
f ' 
. 
. ' . 



















I•'- , .. , 
... 






The write·r co.nsulted the principals· and the teachers and agreed that 
,,•· 
' 
- two tests as these taken in · a one-hour period would not annoy the 
\ 
···.··"., 
students or affect the results··. Experience also showed that the 
students were pleased with' the arrangement. -It was also obvious that 
'· 
.I! 
there was ample time for the~ subjects to' complete the _tests. and check 
the work for corrections. .. 
·- ' ' 
. ' 
During each test period·; both the Spanish .. teacher- and the writer 
,. 
. .. 
. administered the--test-,. . The phy~ical "circumstances were normal' tha.t 
. ·~. 
::-~ ' '. 
' ..... , ... _ .. ~--..:... .. 
.,\ ·.- '·,_ . 
. : ~ ....... -·--~1:,... "'· 
... 




In_ t~e ·Reading Coinprehensio~ Test, the -answer sheets (Appe1:1dix 
4), designed -by the writer, were first pa~sed to the subjec~s. After 
.. -· 




buted to the students·. .The writer made cert~in tha.f each su~ject 
received an answer sheet and· the test b.ooklet a'.P-d understood the 
' I . 
. 
,·' 
directions. No. interruptions were ~~116wed. -during the thirty-five 
' . 
minutes of·-th-e tes·t. 
-
All the students were asked to stop at the encl of--:· 
.. ,. 
.. '· -·:::.-. 
Situations were :differ.ent when·.~:dmini.stering _the Writing P,;-o~ 
' . ,. . ", . .. . -· . . : 
, . ' 
ficie1:1,cy Test-.. Thi.s. 'tes,t has fpur parts. 
• ~- •.. ··--,,":'!... .• --- ._ ·"·' 
According to __ ~he Ma~ual_,· __ 
,6 : ' 
' 
--




second 'part: Verb_ Fo~ation needs_ five-·mirtutes; t~-~- fourth part: _· 
. ,· . 
-




- thirty~five minutes .. ·-- A.fter examining t·he test content and ~liscus-sirig _ 
---·~---··, 
' a 
· ·· it with the teachers, _ it .was agreed th.at in .. .addi.t ion to the gener~l 
instiU.Ction, e,xplanc3.tions:would be given before the start of each .·· 
... , .. . .... , __ 
separate part of ·the test. ~·bus, the Writing Proficiency Test actual_ly 
-20~ ··-·· ·,. 
I , 
.... ' . 
'· 
.... - ' ' 
. :
.:!,. .... ·~ ·-, : 
r. ''-, 
-· 
·t '), ~~ .. 
·.·· . 





















. , . 
... . ., . 
··--.. 
• 
than ·t)jirty-five minutes, . ., since the timing was emphasized 
of the test. The writer also designed the answer she.ets 
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· · .IV. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION ,, ' ,_; • '·1. -: 
r'..ool: For each student.,. a da.ta record was---kept, . on which there were 
. 
0 ' 













............ _, . . . , 
,. 
... 'h,' 




. 1 . 
.. , .... 
J -'-.~ ~:~ ..., • 
. . 
. . . 
. •. 
' . ' 
.. 
.. ,,.. 
' " I ... • ~. 1 
' • ',,'< •: • ._ I 't--..1::..~- ~ 
,- .. 
." as the i~dependent ·va~iables or.-the predi,ctors, and the Writing Pro•··> 
s. L O ~ 'j,- 0 ' 
. . 
~ 
.~ficiency Score __ (Variable 4) and the Reading Comprehension Score 
(V.ariable 5) as· the ··.·dependent O va~iables. 
The-·maximum obtai.nable score of the writing test -is 75 and that • 
.. 
• 
of t~e reading· 1!'est is 36; the ·means of the writing- ap:d the ·!eading -~ 
. .) 
tests are 24 .• 57 and 14. 75 resp~ctively. . One possible . explanation~ for .. 
I •. 
these low means may be the level of d·i:ffic~lty of tests, that- is, the 
·-•• ~ •- ..,, ..., . ... I-...... 
- · tests are to-er di.f+icult for the students;_ Nevertheless; ·the Spanish !_ __ 
. -- ' 
teachers arche~·four jut1ior.· high schools···;::agree that aithough the _c-1ass .. 
. ' 
- ··~---· ,''\, ~· ' .. -
· -- room instruction h·as no.t reached the level of severc:11 :problems, the .. · 
.. 
_,-·.··' ·• · .. · . 0 . i. 
___ : __ students ~should. be; able to complete most··· part.s of·. -t~e tests and that _ ... , .. 









- ;- : 
. ' .· 
. ,, __ ,, 
.. ,,., 
• <' ·' ·,-, 
..... -·· 
.. 
' •,,, ... ··~ . . they were als·o·p·leased 'that· the forms in whi~h 'th~-·tests were .presented 
'. ' ' - ' . 
. 
are not unfami:fiar to. the stude~ts.· Another alternative may be-the 
,,,,.,.,,, 
enthusiasm and the concerns of the subjects toward- the tests. Since 
' 
• .,- <' ... ·- C I, ' • 
' 
· the students -were aware·· of the: fact that the· tests did not have any-: . 
. .. 
thing· to do with· their grades, the teacher disclosed to the writer, 
·. ~ .. 
•;,,,· 
. , 
. . . 
.. 
. . 
,, ...... , ........... -: ,.1•, 
1/•.i .' ·:·~ 
.. 
·.· 
... - ··, 
.·.•. 






















•• ' ...... _. __ , •• ·1 '• ' . . . ' ' 
.tl:le a1:udents tended to have a relaxed attitude when taking the. tes~s •. 
I.rt other··~;·words, they might not have 
they would. have for .. the· te.sts1 ·given 
critical but rather uncontrollable 
done their best on 
by their teachers. 
-
aspect • the study. in 
these tests as 
... , 
.lhis • lS a -
The writer 
" 
believ~s that much research of thi~ nature _has·· this type of problem. 
.· I 
r. 
Therefore, -~it behooves every\ teacher and researcher to impress students· 





·-~... - ,. 
. : .. ·-. 
-. • .. ~J :, .·:, ... ·:- -
. . , . 
- -••I 
A. · Analysis .. , .. l 
h••t ... . ' ' ~:;,.,. ':, ~-- ', 
·., 
The essential p:u,rpo.s_e of th·is ·study was to examine the relat.ion-
-
sh:ip between. the two type.s ··-of c:~ptivation and the achievement of the .' " . ;,. 
first level of a foreign language (here, ~panis.h) at the·· end of the 
. . . 
academic ye·ar and .to examine whe.ther Integrative Mo~tion or 
. 
. ' ~ 
.. 
Instrumental .Moti;at.ion has ·the. strong.er relcltio.nship. with. : ..tµe Spanish, 
. '· .. 
- -/' .. 
'~ ·,· . . 
achievement, _ex·cluding .th_e influence o·:f° iµ.telligence. 
I ' 
The BMD02R21 · 





.a seq~~~ce of inul tip le linear· regression· ~-quation.$_ in a- st~.pwise----, · .. · · _· :_: _. · -_ .' 
. 
~ .. ~ 
-~manner. At each _step one va:i:iab'l~e is ac;ld.ed .. te· .th~2ieg1fes:s:ton . · .· 
". . ' .. . ' . 
. ,, - .. - . ', . . . . : ; . . . .;...: ... -." 
-~···-·· ·:·:· .··. 
. 
.. _ : ___ , ,_<: · ... 
. · · 22 
.equattqn." · 
..· --. •:-
. .,._ ·: 
. 1r,.. · 
0 • 
·-· r • .. 
: _.", -,-· 
··"' 
. . . 
·Tl:ie, cor.r.~l~t:iOn ina:ttix· ·sho'ti'tl. i..n .·T.9:l:fl~ ·2 .. ind·f~ates .that . ho-th types 
... -
• ·· •. Q • , • !' . . . ':· . ~ 
. · .. ---·. 
I . : 
·._·of· m~tivatipn. have .ve.p:'y_ · low .:co·rrel~tion$ wi.th both the· writing and· the . 
. ,· . . ' ' ' ' . . . 
' 
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--""; .... -~·~·.·· .. 
' . 
reading abilities in Spanish. , For this reason, it is import~nt to 
examine whether these corr~lations ar.e. significantly· different from . 
,.,., .. ., .... _ . 
. 23 · . •· •. ~ .. ~-·-~~,.,..,,., ........ ~"""'. 
. ·• 
zero. The t test was employed to test the four zero-order cor• 
.. ~ .. '. ' 






-.,..- -, ~, 
• 
I 
' . ~. ' 
' •, . ~~·;r:~.-r·~·~~r"'I~. 
' . 
relations: . r 1.4, .r15 , r 24 and ~25 for signlficance • 
•· ··- .. '. 
* . 
TABLE 2 ZERO-ORDER CORREJ.ATIONS 
... 
. . 
' r·ntegrative Instrumental . Spanish Spanish 
' . . 
--- Motivation Motivation. Int·e,llig·~nce Writing Reading -










Instrumental ' 1~000 -0.138 0.100 -0.042 . Motivation (2) .. - _,. ____ 
' 
- , Intelligence . -





Spanish .. ,., - ••• ~. J ,J .._. 
--
.. ,_ 1.000 0.570* 
. Writing. (4) ~ 
-
' . 
Spanish . ' 1.000 







. - ,.,..,,: """:,y," 
. .:(. *significant at the 5 percent -levels~: ·• 
,'., - ... 
@ 
Thus, -oJJ.ly .r14 ~ the correlation ~etween the integrative typ~ of -
. ' 
motivation and ·the Spanish Writing ability is .. 1;:i:gnific~nt at the 
..... ,, . 
s.~ percent level. ·of ·sig~if icanc~. -
--
.; ··.-. ·. 
~-
~-·M····-~·-~---·-····· 
.• --,23 · . - · · - - -
·- _.Ferguson,' George ·Ae, 'STATISTICAL ANALYSIS IN PSYCHOLOGY AND 
EDUCATION, (Third Edition), McGraw-Hill Book Company, New 
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. ..-~ ...... - '. 
. ·r' , 
- ','.I,), 









. . . 
' •a,, 
· :;- · -The above four correlations contain the influence of inte.iligence. -
. ,, -·-·- .... Therefore, for further investigation, the writer examined the part·iar·· 
,-,, 
correla.tion coefficients (Table 35- }?etween the two types of motivation 
. I 24 
and the -q.,o kinds of achievements in Spanish by using the t test. 
._!.-·--·· - . 
-
.,,. ,,_; • .. 




(EXCLUDING THE INFLUENCE OF INTELLIGENCE) . ·, .. ·' . . . . 
' ... ' . -- : .. ... 
,.,,._: i . ' I - . > -
• <z ••• : •• ____ ... 
' . 
· Integrative · Instrumental • · __ •• - -_ --------- -- , ____ J • ..--.~--~--·· - ___ .,:_ __ ·----. . . , 
.. 
Motivation Motivation 



















. . ' -
.... ,•. 
. . 
*- .. . . . 
·-Significant at 
- . -~·-~~ ·'· .-. 
the 5 per.cent_ level. ... 0 • 0 '. "C:,· ~-·:c 




Thus,_ wh.~n -the . inilueri~.e of Intelligence:_ i~ control lea,. the rela• . 
tionship betwe~n. the Integrative 
--- Writing ability and that between 
' . 
type- of motivat.ion and the Spanish 
. ' 
. I , -
the ·Instrumental type of motivation _ 
. a.nd- the Spanish ·w~iting ability are signific-antly differep.t _ from zero 
'·. 
. . 
,--~- ·-····· j ,, 
at _the 5 p.ercent level_ of· significance. 
. .. .. .. --·· ~ 
24Ihid, p. 391 
- . -25-
'. · .. 
•': . 
' ~· f• -.. ~ . -
. .• 
. ~ , 
<', • C 
.~~ . ',_:; - -
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,,• I . 
"''1· 
, · .. The second phase of this study was to ·examine which of the two 
types of motivation is a better predictor of either of the Spanish 
,.. 
achievement tests. In this· part of the study, Hotellong's t test25 
was used. (1) The null hypothesis that in the population there is 
. 
no difference between the two correlations, r 14 and r 24 , is tested. 
- . 
. 
(Variable 1: Integrative Motivation; Variable 2: Instrumental · -·- · 
-
' l(otivation;. Vari~·ble 4: Spanish Writing-·-Achievement) •. The t ratio 
. . ... 
- . 
- · obtained is- 1.s2a·a (df -~~.297, p < 0.05). Therefore, the difference 
·· between the two. ·correlations is not significant At· the 5 percent 
-
level. (2) The null hypothes~s that ··in- the population there is no 
.... 
. . 
di_ffer~nce between the two correlations, r 15 .. and r 25 , · is t~sted •... 
r ••••. 
I 
(Variable ·5: Spanish Read~ng Achievement) • The t· ·-ratio· obtained 
'. 
is 2. 2536 (df. ~ ·207, p · > 0 .OS). Therefore the dif'ference between· 
~·. 
' . .... 
,,,,,. 




I •• • • • •. I 
'. .· ....... l 
;_ '~·:·~-·- ..... ~-·-·--- ~~·.::·· ·: "'.:-.......... -: . . .. ,.--- - ... , 
• 
• A • • • 
the two eerrelations is significant at·· the 5 · p_~rcent level • 
· Since "the multiple· co~relation co,efficient .·is a measure of -~ · ·· 
the efficacy of -preci4ction for·a particular samplen, 26 the next step 
( 
,J ... 
itf this part of the study was to examine the significance of the'" 
increase in th~ multiple correlations, a·s_-·well as that of the 
individual mu'ltiple correlat·ions. Table 4 · indicates that the 
increaSes of R4 .;3 an~R5,. 3 over zero as well as the increase between 
R4 •31 and. R4 •3 are·· significa-11t. at the·S p·ercent level ... 
. 
25Ibid., p. 171 
26Ibid.·, p. 401 .· 
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.. F Ratio of 
Multiple F Ratio Increase Increase • in 
Corr:elations of Rs in RSQ RSQ 
R 




--R-- 0.5353 41.5711: Oa0695 2001531* 4.-3i 
,, 







. , .. 





. F Ratio of 
.. . :I: 
- Multiple F Ratio Increase Increase ··-· . 1n 
-~ 






R5.3 o.·2334 11. 9817'" 0.0545 11.9812* 
. ' 
. 
RS.31 0.2679 8,,004* 0.0173 3.8612 .. 
. . : < . ~~ 
RS.312 0.2895 6. 283:"l~ 0.0120 2.7089 . 
. 
- ' 
* .. . . ' ' . ~. ' . .. ' 
Significant at the 5·: per.cent. level. 
·** ' . ·' .· ... ',• ·,, 
.... · Signi_ficant at··_ ·io liercent level •. 
... ,;-t•....i:,~i.:.........:-~:aa. - -
a • ... •··,,. • 
~ ' . 
. ' 
'>' . 
. . ··,-. ·-, .. ;~ .. ·•, .' . _-_, • ... 
.·- ''""'~--- - -• .. 
\ . . .. ._._- ... ,: ' 
· · · A:1; thi~ $tage;·:Lt is nlacessaI'Y·tb_.~~Dlinetffe Betaweight:~27 
. . . . 
- . ' ' -
' -
-· 
. ea.ch independent variable in order to. compare the relative contribution 
' . ' 
' . J 
individual predicto~ ~o.the two criterion variables: 
' ' . 
... .. 
-• • :' 
I} 
1.· Criterion: The Spanish Writing.Ability· {4) 
. -. " .... ---·····-··---
{3 4 i . 3 2 ·= 0- ~ 0 2 5 7 3· -., 
~· . . . = 0 • 00091 







. -. . ~ ' 
.. ":;.' ' 
. ''•. ' 
__ .... ..,_._____ ~ ' -








. ··-· . 
• '. ,I...,.'' 
..... ,.:,,:. " .... ./ 
, ,.,.-... ,, ____ -· 




· · 2 ~ : Criterion: The Spanish Reading Ability (5) 
1351.32 = 0.21376 
ti . . 
·" 
•, .. :_ 1352 .13 =-0 .13776 






I . . .· 
' . 
In the previous section we have examined several tests ·,and ·other . 
· · . · statistical. analyses. The following is . the, discussion of· th~se . 
. . 
. . 
1 •. · The relationship between the_ Integrati~e type· 
·Motivation and the Spanish Writing ability is greater tµan 
) 
that between the ·instrumental type of Motivation and the 





. -.~, ·-: . 
., 
" •. :,l?,'-t,.· • 
Spanish Writing ability. 
. . 
· 2 •. · Both· types of Motivation have no.n-·sigrtificant 
,). ' 
:.rel_a1:ionships with the ·Spanish Reading achievement • 
. ·Actually; Instrumental type· ·<?~---Motivation· has almost 
. . ,.,.,),··· 
,,. .. ,.;; 
relat·ioµship with the Spanish Reading .ability. · 
) . 
3. R34 arid Rl5 (Vari~ble 3: · Intelligence; 
Spanish Writing Achievement; Variable 5: Spanish Reading. · 
. i ... . ~ . 
Achievement) are both significant at·the 5 percent level~ 
-
Howev~r, ·. of no_te is the discrepancy ,betweep. these two 
co1:7relations .. · Thi.s, as the writer_ interprets it, may. be 
· attributed to the ·different contents of the . two Spa~ish tesfs: ... 
Both tests require inferent-ial abi.lity, the writing test ·needs 
more reasoning and creative. abilities, especially the fourth 

















.,. ........... ' . 
.... ~ .. 
. ·4. When the influence of Intelligence is controlled, · ' -
' ' ' .. ,' 1- .... 
' -" . 
the correlation -b·etween the Integrative· type of Motivation 
" 
. .. 










·. ·- I 
. .... . . -, ,.• .. 
',:-.. · .. ·, 
and the Spanish Writing -ability is higher tha'n the cor-
relation between, the same, variables when Intelligence is not 
controlled. Similar results were observed for the Instrumental 
type of Motivation and the Spanish Writing ability; 'while' the 
. . 
. 
relation-ships between the two types of Motivation and the 
.• 
Spanish Reading· abili~y r~main ins.ighificant at 0 th~ ·-? percent 
level. ' . 
r 
.. 5. Table 4 shows that 21 percent .of the .variances of 
. ' 
.. 




the· Spanish Writing ability is explained by Intelligence, 28 · , _;: 
percent by b~th Intelligence and the Integral:ive·type of 
---- ·-
Mot·ivation and _28 percent by the apove two predictors plu~. a .. · 
··third _pred!ctivevariable, the Instrumental type of Motivation. 
· Thus, the addition. o·f the variable of the Integrative type of 
• 
Motivation to that, of Ip.telligence is ,significantly important· 
... ~............. . .. , .... 
. . 
, . 
at th~ 5. percent ~evel to the ·predtction of the Spanish 
- ~. 
Writing a~ility. However, the addition pf the· third predictor, 
-
. 
the Instrumental t:ype of Motivation, do~s not .. have :.any 
., 
icant increase with regard -to, the predict_ion. 
. , 
' - ' 
.- 6. Table 4 shows -that 5 · percent o·f the variances of· the 
Spanish ·Readirtg ability is explained by -in.te.l_lig.ence, 7 percen·t· 
•. ·1 
by bot.h Intelligence and· Integrativ~ typ·e of Motivation, and 8· 
. . 




' ; I ·,- . 
" rs~· , ... :,:._ .. , 
, .. i.: ', 
·, . ,:- .... - . 
. '• .. 




'_f, ; " 
" 
Motivation. 'Ihus, the addition of the two predictive variables , 
··j, '' -•.. '. -: · ... •.' 
• a: ... 
. ' -
• '.' ';,'_ If--,• _ie., the two types of Motivation to Intelligence, are not signi-




· the Spanish Reading ability. 
\ _ .... !, • ' . 
I 
7. Discussion numbers five and six also ind.icate that , . •, 
. . .... . . 
. ' 
72 perc·ent of, the varianee .of the Spanish writing ability is ., .. , 
,' ,- . ~ 
. - -· 
explained ·by variables other than the ~three predictors examined 
•• ~. {i 
, ... ,-... 
' ·-·-
in this study; and that 92 percent of th~·variance of the 
\ 
_'I Span·ish Reading ability is explained, J)y variables other --than= : .. -'.:_.·· .. ;:·:c. ::-r·· ·.c_ -· -
t "1:_-·-, 
' . . 
the three predictors in ;this study. 
·,,:,., 
, . 
8. Tl?,e Beta weights calculated for. :the prediction~ of the 
. - ·,.' ·.',I 
. ' -
',; . 
. ' . 
·-· 
_ _,_______ 
·Spanish W~iting achievement as.well a.s Table 5 indicate that : . ,. .... ·' ·,.. ·1. ' .. ·. ·.--- .. ,,,-,..---
among the t.hree predLc·tors, ·rtrt·etligenc-e is-·the· best con~ributor, 
. -- --
the Integrative type of Motivation, the second; ·while the 
' " 
' ' 










.. ,. ~ .. , .. i.1 ' 
. -.. - ,' ;..,.· - :.. . ; 
: . ~ '· 
. ·.. . ~43 .121 ~42 .13 ;,;, 544• 29 ,. .·_. 
., -- . ' ,, . . ' 
.- . . 
. ·;, :.• 
27.!8 
the Beta weights pres~nted above indicate. • · . 
..:.--·· 
' -- - ·•, 
among ·the· three predictors, Intelligence is the best 
-· 
·. · butor, · the Integrative type of Motivation, second; while the 
, . 
. Ins.trumental type of Motivation ·has no contr:i.fiu't:ion to the 
' I 
·. · pred~iction. 
0 
. ·. . . 








r TABLE 6 RATIO ,. . ..__.., .... , t,.t~ni, .,:;~i, , ..... • {, .. { ' .•. 
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V. . .CONCLUSIONS ' ' 
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,... ~ ;'' -., -- ' ._ . 
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I ',o ,' 
1. The .Integrative· typ~ _ _:o_f Motivation is a better predictor . 
than the Instrumental type of Motivation witµ regard to the 
0 
· ·spani.sh Reading ·ability. '· • J 
" 
2. No s.ignificant difference ___ was· found betwe·en the· -
' 
· predict_ive abilities of ~.he two kinds of ritotivation.t,P the·· 
Spanish Wr_itirig -achievement~ 
. 
-
. .. ,._· ... __ . 
... ~-, . ' ' ' . 
,· i 
. ' .. 
. . - . " .· 
. ·. 
, ;.-._ ...... ,' . 
-~ -
.· -~.:~.:,:_ -~": ~. ': .··: .. 
~ -.--- ._ ---~/:_ ':·. - ' 
... 
. ... - '"::_ ' . '. ·, 
• # _.,. 
. ' _l 
3. From the statistics, the overall relationsll~p between: . 
... ---- ...... _ 
-the two types of motivation and the two types of Spanish 
achievements is not significantly important. .... -._ . 
. ' - "' ~ 
~~vertheless, emp.irically speaking, if· a s·ubje~t has almost·no-
,· . ~ 
·.·, ,·/ . : 
'•.' ,.,: .. ' 
. ,, , . -·- ' 
'•J - ... 
' ~. ' 
- - l'o 
-: ~-- : -·:."- t·'· .. 
motivation 'to learn a foreign langu.age, then almost no achievement in ·. 
·. that language· can ·be predicted .. Therefore one of the possibilities 
·~ 
,, .. • which resulted in the above. consequ·ence_s as .the ·wri-ter conceived could·· 
,,_ .' --- -
• • .. ••.• _..-,.1,,,_ ....... 
•, . 
be attributed to. the va:-lid,ity of the' Motivational. Scale. This is to 
. . -
.... say, the Motivational Scale constructed by this writer was not·--... 
\c ... 
measuring the two ~inds\ o·f motivation. 
·: . .. ' ' -
.on the other hand, there are several· other .-limitations in this 
,"1; __ 
· ... , study. As previously mentioned,: due to the financial limitations, 







. .'. '-.'' : : ·, ·, 
' ' 
... 






' -- . 
. ' ' 
' 
.. ,r ' ,\ 
., ' 
· ·· .. ·. · learning of Spanish. The classification of· Motivation into two types 
... : . 
may be insufficient. The students were not as concerned about.the 
' '-~- - .. 
• 
tests as they would have been about the grade._ .· Most of all, many \ 
.. 
other variables were not examined ih this sttfdy · due to the practical· 
limita.tions~ 
The study of.the relationship between -Dlotivation and·the'learning 
.~... :......~ of -a foreign· language· has been attended to -only ii;t ·the later part ·of ' 
this century •. Only a f~ __ Mo-tivc3:tional Scal_es ·regarding the learn~ng 
••··• \.\\.\': f'•.l •l•\l.~,\.v.fi-• I 
•• 
. 
of a foreign language haye been develqped. It is the -~r-it~r' ~ sug-
,1 ,.,_. 
.. ········t"l··! 
. . gestion th_at not only the test measurements (in this· respect)· are to 
be further investigated, but the scope of study of .. this nature should . 
. 
be ])roadened so.that a larger variety of subjects and- different 








• - ' • • :' ~-!' i ., 
Tlie import-ance and the necessity ·of possessi~g t1'e ·knowledge o.f _ 
h 
a ·foreign.-language :is increa.s:ing with ~he. diplomati'c,. industrial and' 
'. . 
economic qe-velop~ents. - · It is .the teachers a.1.1.d the p:arents . tasks t9 
~ 
\). " , r 
.impr¢ss· the~r youngste~s with this. ·importance and necessity. However, .... · 
. ~ I 
· most of .. _a~l, it· i.s imperative that· the researche:r be _en .. gaged in 
f ... 
'further ·inve~tigations in· orde~ to .provide the ·society W:ith a.proper"_._ .. · ... 
·-· 
' ' ,-" :, . . '. 
"' 
·.·. · vie-wpoint and~jirec.tion wi.t]:1 · regar~d .• tie ... ·the m~_ti .. vation qf learning 
·-
. foreign la~guage a 
·.' ~" . 
f 
' ·,I 
' ' ' ' . 
,. ·_,. __ , 
. .·.·. : ... '' . 
. - I 
'• . 
' 
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MOTIVATIONAL SCALE FOR THE SPANISH IANGUAGE 
.. ' .......... ,' 
Please read the following statements and give your· opinion by checking 
one of the five blanks below each state~ent: 
' 
SA - strongly agree 
U - uncertain 
SD - strongly disagree 
A_ - · agree . 
. D - disagree 
1. · I study Spanish in order to compl«iEe:.',my high school program. 
. (SA) (A) (U) (D) (SD) 
. 
_ . 2. I think Spanish is ·the most beautiful language that I know. 
(INT) 
(SA) (A) (U) . (D) (SD) 
3. I study Spanish in order to learn to read and write my native 
language. 
.. (INS) 
(SA) (A) . (U) (D) (SD). 
' ' 
4. I study Spanish in order to participa~e in Spanish-spea1:<ing 
. organizations or clubs. , -~ 
(INT) 
(SA) (A) " (U) (D) (SD) 
. ' -
5. ·· I study · Spani$_h in order to 'improve-- the r·e-latiorish ip · between the -
.sp~nish·-speaki.ng people and the ·English-speaking people· in 'my·_ 
a community. " 
·. (_SA) (A) (U) (D) 
''''''"""'""''''""" 
· 6 •. · . Studyi~g Spanish can be · important for .. me be.Q.~Use ·1 will .need it. 
_ for. my futµre job, su·ch ·as interpreter,. 'teEtchet', .. 0~. the. 0 ... 
export-import busines·s~--····· .·. 
·~ •· 





. -.. , .. 
' ',","',:· ,i ,, . ' 
J, ~'··:-~ ,· ... ··, .,'.,). •. ' 
. I 




_,. . . ~ ' 
. ' 1( 
. ) ' .. 
,,, . 
. ,
)' -· ; b 
'' ·111. . ' 
.. 
.· .7. Studying Spanish can. be important for me because I will be able 
... to· participate more freely in the activities of other cultural · 
groups. .. .......... · 
. . .... ,,, .. ,,. 
(INT), 
(SA) ·(A). (U) (D) (SD) 
·., 
--- I ) 
. . 8. · ·1 study Spanish becft.use my ·par.ents or other members of· the family 
encourage me to~- · · - , 
(b). · "(D) ": . ...(SD) 
' ,_. . . 





. ......... . 
' . 
. ' . . J-. .--. - . '' ' . '.·' . . . 
·· · · 9·. I study: :Sp~nis~ becaus~ ·1 ... am,.fascinated by the ~panish culture. 
- ~I . . ' ~ . - ' . 
. · . 
~ 
' • ! --
; -~.:.; 
. '· 
. . . ~ ,' . ,. ' . 
-(SA)·· .. (A)· {tf) . . (D) 





I , , 
·.: ·=" -10.· I study Spanish in order. to participate in the· cult,ural events 
in the Spa~ish connnunity. · 
:,.._. 
\ . . . . . ' 
,- ~ ' ... ~ 
----
(INT). 
-(SA) (A) . (U) (~). (SD) .~ .I 
' 
11;. l am studying Spanish because 1· think it will help me .. to better 
-. " ' ·• •... "" . 
:· • .•. ic .. -· .· · understand the Spanish-American people and their way .of .. life •. 
: ' !' '. 
··(SD)· 
·t:a:. I study Spanish because l believe that .the Spanish .language has 
.·diplomatic significance .. ~· .. 
• 
.. 
. ... ' ,- .,> -
:c·:u· .. ;:)···.,:·· . 
. . •., 
, . ,, .. 
' ". . 
---I :study S.panish S:becauae·I .think.Spa.nish-speaking people are the· 
· · most creative. ·- · · 
·.·. (SA} ... (U) . (SD) 
'""' ,':.. ,' 
· ·.·.·.·. 14.· . !: .study Spanish ·in order to bet_ter my understanding· of· the people· 







] " j' •. ,~.-~ ..... , .. ,_ 









· ; .. ·. 15. 
,, ,\ '11-- ..... .- ' 
. ' . . 
. . ' . . -
·• ~ •• ' ~ ·'* ·~ 
,· ' ~ ' . ' . ' 
"' ; ... 
J,:1. ..... -· ' ' • -. • '• 
' . 
I study Spanish because although I. speak Spanish, I would, like ··-to· 
get .a good. foundation in grammer. 
.... 
. _(INT) 
(.SA) (A) . (D) (SD)-
. I 
;• 
· · · · · -~i.:6. · I study Spaµ.ish because. :it ·-is ncit a.s difficult as other foreign. 
~-
.. ' 
.11.' ,;.'· -~ • • 
·languages. .... ·) · · · 
\ i ,. . 
-(INS)· 
(SA) (A) · - (U) . .- · (D) . (SD)· 
.. 
. ·, .]:.7,. 1 study Spanish because I· th:ink a knowledge of· two · lanJ~uages -will 
·. make me a bet~er. educated. person·~·· · 
.. 
__ , (INS), 
(SA) (A) (U) . (D) (SD) 
J .•. 
• • j • 
. ' 
-18. · 1· s·tudy Spanish in orde~ · to .i~prove ·my .. ~o~~nicat·ion. wi ~h Spanish- . · 
_ speaking minority groups in my city. 4 • 
-~ ~ ..... 
(A) (U) (D). --. -(SD) .. · 
(INT).-__ 
(SA) 
· -- .. 19. I -~m studying Spanish becau·se I think·· .it wil 1 some day provi(Je 
: -~e· "0i th a -better job.. ~ 
·-~ 
.. 
. . ·~(SAl. -_ . (A) -
' ' J~' ' ' . 
(lJ)- . - . ,(IJ)· _·. 
. ..- : 
' ·'I'. 't i .. 
: ·.,· .>·· .:; 
/• ~ .. 
.- . (:tNS) 
, .... , ,- .. 
-·- ••.. ·. .. l<I> 
-........... , .. : ..•.. ·---
· ._2© •. ·1 study Spatiish ·b.ec.ause ~- have·cur·i6sity towar·~ th~,::;$pan:ish 
·_ p,eople. · ·· · _ , · · · ·.t (. · · ··. 
' . . ' 
(I~T) · ·, .. 
( SA) -·· .... ~ . (A) '··cu).' (D} . (Sn)··· ,,..,..· ·.' . 
't ..... 
. ', :·.': ·:;'<21 •. -·l,St~py Spa~ish,. .. ~b-ecause I only ~peak a ·spani,sh di;ilect and 




_. (A) . · ' (IJ)' 
. \• 
,. 




... ~ . ' ·. - :..... ' 
. . . 
.... : . ' 
,_(,', ... 
.. , 
·,' ', ~ f .. ·.· ·.-·. ' . 
,. 
. '•,; ' 
23. . I study Spanish be~ause I enjoy the ·challenge ·of learning a second 
.'., .. ·. language o 
... ___ ..... , . 
... _,,..J ., 
. / . 
. g- .. , (INS) ; .\ 
(SA) . (A) (U) (D) (SD) 
2·4 .• · .. · I study. Spanish .because it is said to be the easiest course to 
pass •. 
.', .. ., \ ··. 
• 
. \, 
. . ' 
. .  ,. ' .. -.. 
I .• .:_ • ~ 
-~ ... 
. . ... ·- . . ' 
... ' . 
. . --·~· 
·(INS) .. · .
. ---:----.....:..,_~ . -:---~ -. 





•.,-~. '. ! 
.) .•-.\ 
, I· •, 
. \, 
r .' 




I study Spanish because l. have gre_tit interest in Spanish his:~ory .• 
. · ... - {INT). 
'. 
~- (SA). (A). (U) - . (D) (SD) \ ·. ' 
·\ 
2Q· •.. I study Spanish bec-au·se · I believe that a knowledge of a · foreign 
language may help me become important in . the society· or in my 
' future career. 
·, 
.. • .· .. ·(IN.S) · .· 




127. Studyit;ig Spanish can be. important for me because I c·ap.-· ~i11 the·· 
respect of ~ ·friend. ,= ~--,----~· ·-· · · · 
- A' 
(D) . · ... ($DJ · .
··. (INS) 
- .· .. • .... r~, . . 
.. . (A·,_· .... _ .. : ': _. . (ll)''.''· -· . J ,_ .-~i--"~.' 
,.' {'.'· ·._·, " 
. · 2·8~· ..• -I'::sttidy Spanish' in..:: _ ,order ·th~t .it w:i:\.l allqw me··'l:O meet and·--eonverse .· 
- . . with more art(!- va:ried.: peopJe. "·'. . . . 
. . 
. . . ' 
·-.. ~
... {$A}· .. (A:) (U) . (D} , - . . (SD) __ _____ · . 
.. 
' (IN·T) · 
. t ' 
. ~"-•-:· 
' ,._ 
. . '· \ . . . . . -· . . ' . . . ·, . - ' . .· . ,._ .. . . ; , . 
··. 29.· •· · r desire to· travel· in -the· Latin Ameri,can or European. countries 
·· · .some day and studying Spanish wil.1 help me a great· deal in this. 
·· .... respect~ 
., 




(U) .. .' (D) (SD)· . " . 
I study Spanish _in:order. to meet µiy language requirement 6£ .: 
·. college admissip'n. ··~ · ,,,-.;,. 
·'··;:,.. . 
(SA)· . · (A) .· (SD) 
-39- · .
'I"' I' I 
.. 










,. '1 .....---,•• 
·, 
' I 
----····--J . , 
I 
•·I 
. . ~ 
I 
J • 
.,;I'· I • ' 
' (' ' . 
. . h :, . 
. ' 
... s,. 
·· ·_ 31. I ·believe that Spanish cultµr~ is internationally significant~· 
I 
'"' 
,..J ' ····-·-' (INS) 
(SA) (A). - (U) .. (D) ~ · (SD) ,...... . 
.... ' . - .... ' ... 
~- .. : 
32 .• 1 .I study Spanish in order to. develop· my appreciation of _Spanish 








(~A) (A) (U) . . -- (D) (SD) .. 
i" ' -··' ., .. 
I study· Spanish. in.·--order to under.stand and enjoy Spanish songs 
.and dances. 
. (SA-)'; ______ ·{A). . (V) · (D). . :·: (SD) 
.· '- · (INT) 
-·-
,, 
34.. .r: study Spanish ,b_ecause we have a good Spa.his~ program in our 
school. ~-···, 
.. 
.. ·~·(INS)•. · .. ' '. 
· .. _ "'• . ", .. 
(SA) -_(A) ('U) . {D) _ . (SD).·. 
•, 
' \ . . 
. - . ·- . 
35. I. study .Spanish in order t_o _speak with my Puerto-Rica~, _:;friends~ 
I ' 
- , (INT) 
(SA) · (A).·· · (lJ) . (D). (SD) -- _· 
. · 36. · . I _stu,dy · SpaniSh because · I am anxious· to reali.ze the· enthusi~sm 
of the Spanish-speaking. people. 
(SA) (A). (U) ._ (D) (SD)-· 
_ .~;7.:, ·-- I -~t:udy ·sparfish bec~use my._l,oy or gjrl friend spe-ak~ 
r , • • • • . • • , • • 
.· ~ 







.\. , ' 
" 
·- . ;,,, ' :: ,· ',-.:, , •. ·. . .. ,;.·~ ' ' .. 
. '•' ' 
,. 
.~ . ' 
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. ' .. , . 
.. , 
... 
~-.....· --,;rc--1 • •" . • - - .a 










' ' ~' ' 
. ' ' 
··,. .. 
. ~ .- l ' 
.I. 
. . 
,' ·:·:: .. ·:' 
. I .,___ . -·--.. 









/ .. ' 
' ',t . 
'· . 




• 4 2 •.. 0400 
i 
5 2. 77:r6' 
7· ; 3.1200 





13 2 .3086 
.. 
C 
, 14 3.0457 
' 
15 2.3429 
.·· ', .. 
.. 
' 
18 2. 7600 ' 
.. 
-
20 ·, 2·.8111 













32 2. 6286' 
•33 2 .5086 
.. ·-· 
35 . 2 •• 4857 . 
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·Pi·cture No. 1 
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Picture No • 2 
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Picture No. 5 
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• SPANISH READING COMPREHENSION ANSWER SHEET 
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- .. '--- ___________ _ 
--
·-·I ... 
"-··., .. ., ... ~.,. 
I I: 
SPANISH READING COMPREHENSION ANSWER SHEET 
( . Read carefully each numbered item • the test.booklet. Go in 
answer sheet, and at the same number, check one of the four 
that you 
1. a 
·:- 2. a 
_J. a 
-..-




-7. . ·a 
.. a···,. 































































21. \. a b .. C d 
II 
22 .•. a b C d 
... 23 b d: a J C 1L, ' 
.,. 
,, •' 
24. a b C d ,i,, ~-
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